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ABSTRACT

Several traceroute probe methods exist, each designed to perform better in a scenario where another fails. This paper examines the effects that the choice of probe method has on the inferred forward IP path by comparing the paths inferred with UDP, ICMP, and TCP-based traceroute methods to (1) a list of routable IP addresses, (2) a list of known routers, and (3) a list of well-known websites. We further compare methods by examining seven months of macroscopic Internet topology data collected by CAIDA’s Archipelago infrastructure.

We found significant differences in the topology observed using different probe methods. In particular, we found that ICMP-based traceroute methods tend to successfully reach more destinations, as well as collect evidence of a greater number of AS links. UDP-based methods infer the greatest number of IP links, despite reaching the fewest destinations. We hypothesise that some per-flow load balancers implement different forwarding policies for TCP and UDP, and run a specific experiment to confirm this hypothesis.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

C.4 [Performance of Systems]: Measurement techniques

General Terms

Measurement
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1. INTRODUCTION

Traceroute is one of the most widely used measurement tools, operationally useful for diagnosing problems on Internet paths, and vital to researchers trying to develop or validate models of Internet reachability, performance, structure, and growth. Van Jacobson [1] first implemented traceroute in 1988, but since then various developers have added optional extensions, typically in support of operational infrastructure management and troubleshooting needs. For example, NANOG traceroute [2] has extensions that support probing different hops in parallel, path MTU discovery [3], as well as the capture of information about MPLS, AS paths, and TOS fields. Other probe methods have been developed to extend the visibility and accuracy of gathered IP path data: tcptraceroute [4] and paratrace [5] can provide visibility beyond a firewall that blocks another probe method from reaching a destination; Paris traceroute reduces the likelihood of anomalies such as reporting false IP paths [6].

We compare six different probe methods in three scenarios: to a random list of routable IP addresses; to the top 500 websites as reported by Alexa [7]; and to a list of routers that recently responded to one of our probes. The first scenario reveals differences in effectiveness of various probe methods for large-scale Internet topology mapping. The second and third scenarios illustrate what an operator might encounter when using a specific probe method to debug a fault. We publicly release our dataset1.

We further compare two of the methods by examining the macroscopic Internet topology data collected by CAIDA’s Archipelago infrastructure. This data complements the data collected for the comparison of six methods by providing a comparison over a longer time period (7 months), a larger number of vantage points (21), and a larger number of destinations (every routed /24, or 7 million /24’s).

1.1 Overview of traceroute probe methods

Van Jacobson’s original traceroute tool [1] sends UDP probes to high-numbered destination ports. It increments the destination port number with each probe so that it can match up responses to probes. Traceroute uses the reception of an ICMP port unreachable message to indicate that the destination has been reached and probing is complete. The use of high-numbered ports minimises the chances of accidentally probing an open service on a machine, which would prevent an ICMP port unreachable message from signalling completion to traceroute. Three other causes for traceroute to terminate are: when an ICMP destination unreachable message is received in response to a probe; when a pre-specified number of hops are probed; or when the user cancels execution. This probe method is the default method used by LBL traceroute, derivatives of which are found on most Unix systems including MacOS X, FreeBSD, and popular distributions of Linux. By default, this UDP-based method starts with a destination port value offset from
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32768 + 666 + 1 (33435) and increments the port value for each probe. A weakness of this probe method is that some firewalls block these probes from reaching their intended destination as a product of blocking unknown traffic by default, reducing the utility of traceroute. However, some firewalls by default explicitly permit UDP probes in the order of 100 ports above 33435 to pass, allowing traceroute to continue through [8].

A second approach is to use ICMP echo request probes in place of UDP probes. Since ICMP does not have the concept of ports, matching probe responses to outgoing probes uses a different technique: a unique ICMP id/sequence pair in each outgoing (and thus responding) probe. ICMP is the default probe method used by traceroute on Microsoft Windows, and is also the method that was used by CAIDA’s skitter project [9]. The ICMP method takes advantage of the ICMP protocol facility intended to support lightweight network management; processing an ICMP echo request is simpler than sending an ICMP destination unreachable message in response to UDP or other probes. The disadvantage of the ICMP-based method – like UDP probes to high-numbered ports – is that ICMP echo request probes are also thought likely to be blocked by firewalls [10].

A third approach is to use TCP SYN probes to a well-known port, such as the default port for a web server – port 80. First implemented in tcptraceroute [4], this method sends each probe with a unique IP-ID value to match responses with sent probes. The advantage of this approach is that TCP SYN probes to port 80 cannot easily be distinguished from normal connection requests to web servers, and so are less likely to be blocked by a firewall, and thus more likely to reveal more of the forward IP path. However, some firewalls may be configured to block TCP packets with an address that appears earlier in the path unless the destination unreachable message; upon receiving a response is a time exceeded message; upon receiving an ICMP reply sequence indicates a case of zero-ttl forwarding [6]; or after five unresponsive hops. When no matching response is received from five consecutive hops, we send up to two last probes per hop and halt probing a destination for any of four reasons: upon receiving a response with a probed destination address as the source of the reply unless that response is a time exceeded message; upon receiving an ICMP destination unreachable message; upon receiving a response with an address that appears earlier in the path unless the reply sequence indicates a case of zero-ttl forwarding [6]; or after five unresponsive hops. When no matching response is received from five consecutive hops, we send up to two last-ditch probes with an IP-TTL value of 255, attempting to ascertain if anything further down the path might answer. Any response to these final two probes is stored as ancillary data.

There are additional traceroute probe methods and techniques that we do not consider in this paper. For example, tcptraceroute can send various combinations of TCP flags in addition to the SYN case described. Paratrace [5] uses an existing TCP session with a target to send TTL-limited retransmissions of data packets to the destination. As the retransmissions used for measurement cannot easily be distinguished from genuine TCP retransmissions, the tcptraceroute probes in paratrace are able to traverse firewall systems that would otherwise block these probes. This technique was first used for Internet topology discovery in Sidecar [11]. Unfortunately the requirement to have an existing TCP connection over which to execute the measurement renders this method difficult to apply to macroscopic Internet topology discovery.

1.2 Contributions of this work

This paper compares the pictures of Internet topology that emerge by using different traceroute probe methods popular in the Internet research and operations communities. In doing so, we corroborate the benefits of Paris traceroute reported in “Avoiding traceroute anomalies with Paris traceroute” [6], particularly the benefits of reducing the number of false loops inferred. We identify the probe methods most useful for inferring IP and AS links, and introduce techniques for identifying spoofed traceroute responses and inference of firewall positioning.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the specific traceroute probe methods evaluated, the evaluation metrics considered, the probing tool, and probing sites. Section 3 examines the agreement of the forward IP paths inferred per probe method. In doing so, we provide data on firewall placement in relation to the destinations probed, as well as data on spoofed responses. Section 4 analyses seven months of macroscopic Internet topology data collected by the Archipelago infrastructure. Finally, Section 5 discusses related work, and Section 6 concludes.

2. METHODOLOGY

2.1 Traceroute probe methods

The first five traceroute probe methods described in Section 1.1 are implemented in scaper [13], a parallelised Internet measurement utility similar to skitter [9] that is optimised for large-scale Internet topology discovery. Rather than consider one traceroute task at a time, scaper aims to fill a specified packets-per-second rate and conducts measurements to multiple destinations in parallel as required.

In this work, we infer the forward IP path by sending up to two probes per hop and halt probing a destination for any of four reasons: upon receiving a response with a probed destination address as the source of the reply unless that response is a time exceeded message; upon receiving an ICMP destination unreachable message; upon receiving a response with an address that appears earlier in the path unless the reply sequence indicates a case of zero-ttl forwarding [6]; or after five unresponsive hops. When no matching response is received from five consecutive hops, we send up to two last-ditch probes with an IP-TTL value of 255, attempting to ascertain if anything further down the path might answer. Any response to these final two probes is stored as ancillary data, but no further probing of the path takes place, and the recorded reason for halting traceroute (five consecutive unresponsive hops) is not changed.

We experimented with a sixth probe method we call UDP-Paris DNS which sends 130-byte UDP packets from source
port 53 and includes a well-formed DNS response payload. The motivation of UDP-Paris DNS is to extend the reach of traceroute past firewalls that might permit specific protocols inwards, such as DNS, while blocking others. The payload is derived from the response packet solicited by requesting an A record for localhost from a.root-servers.net. The first two bytes of the UDP payload, corresponding to the DNS ID field [14], change with each traceroute probe so that the UDP checksum can be manipulated to be the probe’s sequence number.

Table 1 summarises our six traceroute probe methods. We randomly order the sequence of probe methods for each destination to avoid persistently biasing the results of any particular method. In order to avoid biasing the next-hop decision a load-balancing router might make when forwarding a set of our traceroute measurements to a single destination, we also randomise the ephemeral source port chosen for each UDP, UDP-Paris, and TCP traceroute to one of 16 values, and randomise the ICMP checksum chosen for each ICMP-Paris traceroute to one of 16 values. A fixed delay of five seconds is inserted between completing one traceroute method and starting the next. Finally, scamper is configured to probe at 100 packets per second.

### 2.2 Traceroute method evaluation metrics

This section describes four metrics we use to evaluate the effectiveness of the various probe methods.

#### 2.2.1 Destinations reached

We consider a destination reached if:

- an ICMP port unreachable message is received in response to a UDP or TCP probe,
- a TCP packet is received from the destination in response to a TCP probe,
- an ICMP echo reply packet is received from the destination in response to an ICMP echo request packet, or
- an ICMP destination unreachable message is received with a source address matching the destination address probed.

Reaching a destination is a more efficient form of halting than timing out due to a lack of responses. Also, by reaching the destination, we can obtain the RTT and forward IP path length.

Note that some hosts will spoof the source address of an ICMP response, leading to an overestimation of the number of destinations reached. It is not possible to identify all instances of source address spoofing, though we can identify some behaviour indicative of spoofing in our datasets, which we discuss in Section 3.

#### 2.2.2 Complete IP paths

An IP path is complete if the destination is reached and there is a response from all intermediate hops; that is, there are no gaps in the path. Complete paths are desirable because they reduce uncertainties in topology analysis. Complete paths are also more time efficient to infer than paths with unresponsive hops.

#### 2.2.3 Unique IP links

This metric counts the unique IP links (that is, pairs of adjacent IP hops) seen in traces. All other things being equal, the more IP links we have, the more accurately and comprehensively we can infer router-level connectivity and AS relationships. Thus one indication of a method’s power is its ability to accurately infer IP links. In this work, however, we do not explicitly validate the inferred links but simply use the raw quantity of coverage as the measure of success.

We expect to see variation in each method’s ability to infer IP links. For example, some paths load balance UDP packets on a per-flow basis but not ICMP packets [15]. Through the re-probing of common path segments between destinations, UDP and TCP probes may reveal alternative IP paths. Similarly, some methods will vary in their ability to infer IP hops where a firewall discards particular protocols and packet types.

The number of IP links and the number of complete IP paths are related metrics, but they address different concerns. Although a complete IP path is desirable, completeness is not a requirement for many analyses, and a traceroute method may produce a large number of IP links without necessarily producing a large number of complete paths because of the stricter conditions for complete paths.

#### 2.2.4 Unique AS links

This metric counts the unique AS links inferred from measured IP paths. To derive AS links, we first convert the IP paths to AS paths by mapping IP addresses to ASes using a BGP table dump obtained from RouteViews [16]. Although complete validation of AS link inferences requires communication with the owner of the ASes in question, a probing method is typically considered superior if it is able to infer more unique AS links consistent with publicly available BGP data [17].

### 2.3 Traceroute vantage points

Table 2 shows the eight hosts used as traceroute vantage points. The host names consist of a 3-letter airport code and a 2-letter country code. These hosts, located at geographically and topologically diverse points in the Internet, are a part of CAIDA’s Archipelago (Ark) measurement infrastructure [18]. One of Ark’s tasks is to conduct active probing for CAIDA’s macroscopic Internet topology mapping project.

### Table 1: Traceroute probe methods compared

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Specifics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. UDP</td>
<td>udp-dst-port 33435 + index, udp-src-port ephemeral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. UDP-Paris</td>
<td>udp-dst-port 33435, udp-src-port ephemeral, ip-id and udp-checksum as index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. UDP-Paris DNS</td>
<td>udp-dst-port 33435, udp-src-port 53, ip-id and udp-checksum as index, DNS payload</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. ICMP</td>
<td>icmp-sequence as index, icmp-checksum variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. ICMP-Paris</td>
<td>icmp-sequence as index, icmp-checksum constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. TCP port 80</td>
<td>tcp-dst-port 80, tcp-src-port ephemeral, ip-id as index</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.4 Destination address lists

We review the three different destination address lists used in our probing experiments.

2.4.1 Random routable IP address list

The first address list consists of 261,530 random IP addresses contained in advertised prefixes found in RouteViews BGP tables [16]. The objective of using this list is to compare the utility of various traceroute probe methods to large-scale Internet topology mapping projects. Table 3 lists several well-known topology measurement projects and their traceroute methods. CAIDA’s topology mapping project, DIMEs, and iPlane all derive destination lists from advertised BGP prefixes.

This list is actually composed of several different lists. We generated a different set of destinations for each vantage point consistently, using the following procedure. We first derived a set of BGP prefixes by merging daily snapshots of ‘sh ip bgp’ on RouteViews [16] from 19-25 March 2008. We chose the median file size snapshot each day to avoid truncated or otherwise non-representative tables. We then extracted IP prefixes from this set using straightenRV [19].

Table 2: Traceroute vantage points used. These hosts are distributed across the globe; most are hosted at educational institutions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Host</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cbg-uk</td>
<td>University of Cambridge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cambridge, England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nrt-jp</td>
<td>Asia-Pacific Advanced Network (APAN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tokyo, Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>syd-au</td>
<td>AARNet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sydney, Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bcn-es</td>
<td>Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Barcelona, Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hel-fi</td>
<td>Helsinki University of Technology (TKK)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Espoo, Finland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cjj-kr</td>
<td>KREONet2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Daejeon, Korea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iad-us</td>
<td>ARIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bethesda, Maryland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>san-us</td>
<td>CAIDA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>San Diego, California</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Traceroute methods used by various topology mapping projects. Most use combinations of ICMP and UDP methods. Ark used UDP prior to Nov 2, 2007 before switching to ICMP-Paris. iPlane uses ICMP-Paris from PlanetLab nodes. iPlane also uses traceroute measurements obtained from public traceroute servers which use undisclosed methods, though most likely UDP or ICMP.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CAIDA Ark/Scamper</td>
<td>ICMP-Paris, UDP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAIDA Skitter</td>
<td>ICMP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIMES</td>
<td>ICMP primary, UDP backup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iPlane</td>
<td>ICMP-Paris, UDP, ICMP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In prior experience we have found that prefixes that appear in only one or two snapshots tend to be anomalous in some way, such as being unreachable most of the time, so we selected prefixes that appear in at least three snapshots.

Table 3 of 257,504 base prefixes, 255,981 (99.4%) appear in at least three snapshots, and represent the equivalent of 110.3 /8’s. 251,452 prefixes (97.6%) appear in all seven snapshots.

We then divided this list of 255,981 prefixes into two sets. The first set, roots.le16, consists of all root prefixes (prefixes not enclosed in any other prefix) with a prefix length of 16 or shorter. This set contains 10.6k prefixes covering 89.8 /8’s. The second set, prefs.gt16.le24, consists of the remaining prefixes, those of length greater than 16 and less than or equal to 24. This set represents 240.6k prefixes covering 29.9 /8’s. Note that these two sets of prefixes intentionally overlap in their coverage of the address space.

Finally, we created a custom destination list for each vantage point using the following procedure:

- select one random address in each /16 covered by the set roots.le16,
- select one random address in each prefix of the set prefs.gt16.le24,
- never select more than one destination in any /24,
- exclude addresses in bogon prefixes [20],
- exclude addresses in CAIDA’s do-not-probe list.

CAIDA’s do-not-probe list consists of 975 prefixes covering the equivalent of 1.14 /8’s, largely due to a single /8 on the list. This procedure selects as many destinations in a /16 as there are more specific prefixes for that /16, but never more than one destination per /24. This constraint may allow any possible divergent routing introduced by the more specific prefixes to be captured. This procedure yields 261,530 addresses for each vantage point, with minimal overlap in addresses between vantage points.

2.4.2 Alexa top 500 websites

The second address list is composed of the top 500 websites as reported by Alexa. We chose this address list for three reasons: (1) the targets are destination hosts reachable on TCP port 80, and as popular web servers they probably receive traceroute traffic as users troubleshoot connectivity problems; (2) the targets are likely to have a firewall in front of them, which allows us to compare which probing methods are more likely to reach the destination, and possibly infer the approximate location of the firewall; (3) the Alexa list is studied in other work [15, 21].

The actual number of IP addresses included in the website list is 422, as some websites in the top 500 have IP addresses in common with other websites. For example, several top 500 websites hosted by Akamai resolve to the same IP addresses. Similarly, some nationalised instances of Google (e.g., google.co.nz, google.co.uk) and EBay share the same sets of IP addresses, and we include them only once.

Many of these websites have multiple A records (IP addresses) returned in a single DNS response. In these cases, we add to the address list a random address from the returned list not previously included. For these reasons, we
Table 4: Median rate of traceroute method halt reason per technique. ICMP-Paris reaches 80% more destinations than UDP-Paris.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reached</th>
<th>ICMP-Paris Unreach</th>
<th>Loop</th>
<th>GapLimit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ICMP-Paris</td>
<td>9.3%</td>
<td>12.7%</td>
<td>6.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP</td>
<td>8.5%</td>
<td>11.7%</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDP-Paris</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
<td>11.2%</td>
<td>6.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

probe all four addresses returned from an A query to the 58 nationalised instances of Google ranked by Alexa in the top 500 websites. The IP addresses returned by DNS for popular websites can differ depending on the vantage point. We did all DNS lookups from the same network as the host from which we subsequently performed traceroute measurements. Because we probed this list from a single host, the vantage-point dependency of DNS mappings should not affect our conclusions.

2.4.3 Router list

Finally, we probe an address list composed of 2000 random router IP addresses previously discovered with traceroute. We chose this list because the targets are known to be routers that have recently responded with an ICMP time exceeded message, and should therefore be reachable. The objective of probing this list is to determine if any particular traceroute probe method is likely to be more useful when probing destinations that are routers.

3. RESULTS

3.1 Random routable probing results

3.1.1 Overall results

Figure 1 shows the distribution of traceroute halt reasons for all methods per vantage point for the random routable IP address list. The vantage points cbg-uk and nrt-jp used all six probing methods, while the other six vantage points used three probing methods: UDP-Paris, ICMP-Paris, and TCP traceroute. These six vantage points used a reduced set of methods due to the limited additional utility of the other methods; UDP-Paris DNS reached few additional destinations compared to UDP-Paris, and the traditional UDP and ICMP methods are known to infer false loops at a greater rate due to not maintaining a constant flow identifier between probes [6]. The data collection was staggered between Aug 6th and 16th 2008; the collection for the six vantage points that used three probing methods completed in approximately two and a quarter days; the collection for the two vantage points that used six methods completed in approximately twice as much time. Table 4 shows the median rate of halt reason for the three methods which were used on all eight vantage points.

We now examine the results for each halt reason, starting with the lowest bars in Figure 1 and working up. The lowest bars, reached, indicate the percentage of traces where the destination was considered reached according to the definition in Section 2.2.1. The rate of reachability is between 9.0% and 9.4% with the ICMP-Paris method, between 8.2% and 8.7% with the TCP method, and between 5.1% and 5.4% with the UDP-Paris method – depending on the vantage point. The reachability statistics for each method vary an average of 0.4% across vantage points; an earlier data collection varied less than 0.1% when it was collected across all vantage points simultaneously, so we believe that the variation in reachability in this scenario is caused by the variation in when the data was collected.

The second lowest bars, ICMP-unreach, report the percentage of traces whose halt reason was an ICMP destination unreachable message with a source address not matching the destination address probed. The median percentage across vantage points for this halt reason was 12.7% for ICMP-Paris, 11.7% for TCP, and 11.2% for UDP-Paris. Notably, the rank order of methods for both the reached and ICMP-unreachable cases are the same, indicating that firewalls are less likely to silently discard ICMP probes than they are UDP probes, rendering ICMP-Paris a more productive probing method than UDP-Paris for random destinations.

The next set of bars, loop, indicate the percentage of traces that halted because an IP address appeared for the second time in the same trace and was not a case of zero-ttl forwarding [6]. This halt reason varied more per vantage point than per probe method, consistent with the fact that loops are routing issues independent of probe method. The median rate of observed loops was 6.7% for ICMP-Paris, 6.4% for UDP-Paris, and 6.3% for TCP.

Finally, the top bars, gaplimit, indicate the percentage of traces that probed five consecutive hops and obtained no responses for any. By far the most common halt reason for all methods, this unreachability is unsurprising given a random destination list, since it is well-established that most IP addresses do not respond to direct probes [22]. As a result of ICMP-Paris more effectively reaching destinations or triggering ICMP destination unreachable messages, the percentage of destinations that result in such unproductive probing is 2.2% more for TCP and 5.7% more for UDP-Paris.

Two of our vantage points, cbg-uk and nrt-jp, used three further probe methods; traditional ICMP, traditional UDP, and UDP-Paris DNS. UDP-Paris DNS is only slightly more effective than UDP-Paris; from a list of 261,530 addresses, it reaches 311 more destinations from cbg-uk and 356 more from nrt-jp. This negligible difference surprised us; we had believed that many more operators would configure their firewalls to allow packets with a source port of 53 through without requiring an initial matching request, which would have allowed UDP-Paris DNS through while blocking UDP-Paris, but this data does not support our initial hypothesis. We note that it could be possible that firewalls are configured to drop probes to the traditional traceroute port range while permitting other packets with a source port value of 53.

Our other two probe methods were the traditional UDP and ICMP techniques which do not send probes with a constant flow identifier as Paris traceroute does [6]. Table 5 shows the halt differences between a traditional traceroute technique and the Paris variation for vantage points cbg-uk and nrt-jp. Our results show that the UDP technique derives a greater reduction than ICMP in the number of loops detected, perhaps due to fewer routers that load balance ICMP packets per flow [15]. The UDP technique also achieves the greatest percentage increase in reached destinations compared to non-Paris probing. However, approximately 80% of the paths that inferred a false loop in the traditional case...
Figure 1: Traceroute method halt reasons for random routable IP address list. 9.3% of destinations were reached with ICMP-Paris, 8.5% with TCP, and 5.3% with UDP-Paris. (u=UDP, up=UDP-Paris, upd=UDP-Paris DNS, i=ICMP, ip=ICMP-Paris, t=TCP)

Table 5: Halt reason differences between Paris and traditional traceroute methods. There are significantly fewer loops inferred with Paris traceroute, though only a small increase in the number of destinations reached. Percentages give the relative increase/decrease in the number of traces with a given stop reason.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>cbg-uk Reached</th>
<th>cbg-uk ICMP-Unreach</th>
<th>cbg-uk Loop</th>
<th>cbg-uk GapLimit</th>
<th>nrt-jp Reached</th>
<th>nrt-jp ICMP-Unreach</th>
<th>nrt-jp Loop</th>
<th>nrt-jp GapLimit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UDP-Paris</td>
<td>+274 (+2.1%)</td>
<td>+376 (+1.6%)</td>
<td>-4563 (-22.4%)</td>
<td>+3906 (+2.0%)</td>
<td>+308 (+2.2%)</td>
<td>+460 (+1.9%)</td>
<td>-5463 (-24.7%)</td>
<td>+4602 (+2.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICMP-Paris</td>
<td>+383 (+1.3%)</td>
<td>+265 (+0.8%)</td>
<td>-3019 (-15.5%)</td>
<td>+2378 (+1.3%)</td>
<td>+553 (+1.9%)</td>
<td>+391 (+1.2%)</td>
<td>-2775 (-13.7%)</td>
<td>+1924 (+1.0%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1.2 Reachability

We next consider aspects of destination reachability for UDP-Paris, ICMP-Paris, and TCP. We consider these the canonical traceroute methods; their variations do not reach significantly more destinations. Figure 2 shows reachability intersection statistics across each method for all vantage points. The destination reachability statistics are similar for all probe sources, so we choose cbg-uk for detailed analysis. In total, 31439 destinations were reachable from cbg-uk by at least one of the three methods, while 32.5% of these were reachable by all methods. The ICMP-Paris technique reached 75.2% of these destinations. Using both TCP and ICMP-Paris methods, 97.7% of the destinations were reached. Put another way, of the 31439 destinations reached only 2.3% were reachable solely with the UDP-Paris method. If a goal of Internet topology discovery is to maximise discovery at the edges of the Internet, UDP-Paris is not a good probe method to use compared with the other methods evaluated.

As described in Section 2.2.1, there is more than one way to define a destination as being reached when using trace-
Table 6: Replies classed as reaching a destination from cbg-uk. At least 95% of the replies from a destination were of the expected type (shown with an asterisk).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>UDP-Paris</th>
<th>TCP port</th>
<th>ICMP-Paris</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reached</td>
<td>13411</td>
<td>21576</td>
<td>23638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5.1%)</td>
<td>(8.2%)</td>
<td>(9.0%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected type</td>
<td>96.0%</td>
<td>94.6%</td>
<td>98.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prohibit filter</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prohibit host</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown host</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unreach net</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unreach host</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unreach proto</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unreach port</td>
<td>12875*</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Echo reply</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>23364*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syn-ack</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>11121*</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rst-ack</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>9238*</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rst</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>394</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other TCP</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Stop reason for methods that probed beyond an ICMP time exceeded message from the destination for the cbg-uk vantage point. ICMP-Paris is nearly 4 times as likely to obtain an expected type of response with continued probing than UDP-Paris.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>UDP-Paris</th>
<th>TCP port</th>
<th>ICMP-Paris</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reached, expected</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>787</td>
<td>1103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reached, other</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loop</td>
<td>367</td>
<td>459</td>
<td>568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GapLimit</td>
<td>1368</td>
<td>1132</td>
<td>1002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

route. Table 6 shows details of the replies that caused destinations to be reached using the UDP-Paris, TCP port 80, and ICMP-Paris methods from cbg-uk. The expected type of reply from a destination of a UDP-Paris traceroute is an ICMP port unreachable message; 96.0% of the replies classed as reaching the destination were of this type for this method.

The expected type of reply packet for a TCP port 80 traceroute is a TCP SYN/ACK or RST/ACK packet, depending on if a service is listening on the destination port; 94.6% of the replies classed as reaching the destination were of this type for this method. The expected type of reply packet for an ICMP-Paris traceroute is an ICMP echo reply packet; 98.8% of the replies classed as reaching the destination were of this type for this method.

Table 6 excludes ICMP time exceeded replies with a source address matching the destination probed. In this case when such a reply was received by scamper it continued probing until there was a reason to halt probing in order to determine if a destination might be reached with further probes. Table 7 shows the result of probing further. The ICMP-Paris method is much more likely to then obtain an ICMP echo reply message (40.0%) than UDP-Paris is to obtain an ICMP port unreachable message (11.2%) in this scenario.

Of the remaining ICMP destination unreachable messages received, all had a source address matching the destination address probed.

Since we use multiple methods to infer forward IP paths to each destination, we can use the combined information to implicate some replies as spoofed. For UDP traceroute methods, an ICMP port unreachable message should be sent by a destination host when the datagram cannot be delivered because the indicated port is not running an active process [23]. The port unreachable message may be from an address of a different interface on the same host as the destination address of the triggering packet; in fact, this artifact is used as a heuristic in alias resolution [24, 25]. However, if the source address of a port unreachable message in one IP path is also observed in a time exceeded message in one of the other IP paths to that destination, and at least one other time exceeded message follows from an address other than the destination’s, then the port unreachable is inferred as not sent by the destination, since the pair of time exceeded messages in the second path indicate the destination has still not been reached. Of the 12875 destinations considered reached using the UDP-Paris method from cbg-uk based on an ICMP port unreachable response, 27 are inferred to be from an intermediate host rather than the destination itself. Although arguably negligible, this result does demonstrate that intermediate systems do send port unreachable messages on a destination’s behalf, which can lead to false alias resolution and false inference of reachability – reachability that was previously thought to be unambiguous [11].

Similarly, if one method reveals an IP path to E of A B C D E, while a second method reveals a path of A B E, it is likely that the reply allegedly from E in A B E is spoofed, as this path suggests B and E are neighbours, while the presence of D in the first path rules out the possibility that C is merely an alias of E. Since a router should always prefer a directly connected path, we would not expect to see C and D in the middle of two neighbours (B and E) using any method – hence we conclude that B and E are not really neighbours and in the second method some other host is spoofing replies using E’s address.

Of the 21576 destinations that were classed as reached using the TCP method from cbg-uk, we used this reasoning to infer 221 replies that were spoofed. Of these, 158 replies were SYN/ACK packets, 61 were RST/ACK packets, and two were time exceeded messages. The TCP packets indicate the presence of an application-level gateway early in the path; because these replies are spoofed at least two hops prior to the destination, the TCP method will miss potentially valuable IP links at the edge of the network. In addition, because of our conservative requirement to visit at least two additional hops from a common parent hop before inferring a reply as spoofed, these values are likely lower bounds of spoofing activity. The other methods were inferred to spoof much less; with the UDP-Paris method 41 messages purporting to be from the destination were received, while there were only 14 such messages with the ICMP-Paris method.

3.1.3 Firewall placement

Related to the problem of reachability is the detection of firewalls along the probed path. Figure 3 shows the additional hops discovered by cbg-uk when one probe method reaches a destination but another does not, either because
an ICMP destination unreachable message was sent, or because no reply was received for five consecutive hops. In all cases in which one method reaches a destination but another fails, the most common number of additional hops discovered, including the destination, is two. However, this distribution of additional hops is long tailed; in most cases the number of additional hops discovered does not level out until after seven.

3.1.4 Results of last-ditch probing

When five consecutive unresponsive hops were encountered, traceroute halted due to the gaplimit condition. In this condition, we send up to two last-ditch probes with an IP TTL of 255 in order to determine if there is anything further in the path that may have responded if hop-by-hop probing had continued. Table 8 shows the response rate to the last-ditch probes and classifies the types of responses received for three probe methods at cbg-uk. Overall, the last-ditch probes have a low response rate, although the last-ditch response rate to the TCP method is 1.7 times that of the UDP-Paris method.

3.1.5 Similarity of paths observed

This section considers similarity of paths collected by each method for all vantage points. Pervasive deployment of load balancing [15] implies expected variation in IP paths collected to each destination. Figure 4 shows the uniqueness of a subset of paths captured at each vantage point for which the destination was reached and all intermediate hops inferred for all three probe methods. The total number of complete paths considered depends on the vantage point; bcn-es had the fewest considered with 1732, while syd-au had the most with 7814; in our data, the vantage point has more impact on the number of complete IP paths than the probe method does. As roughly the same number of destinations were reached from each vantage point, the variation is mostly due to the prevalence of unresponsive hops unique to each vantage point.

Figure 4 also suggests that the uniqueness of the paths depends mostly on the vantage point and the forwarding policies of its upstream paths. For example, the number of traces where the same IP path was inferred by all three methods ranges from 2.5% at nrt-jp to 48.3% at syd-au. While there is significant variance among vantage points, one trend emerges. Of the IP paths that were not the same for all three methods, the largest intersection is between the ICMP-Paris and TCP methods for all vantage points except nrt-jp. If per-flow load balancing were applied equally to TCP, UDP, and ICMP packets, the distribution of dissimilar paths would be equal across the three techniques.

Figure 5 shows the intersection of IP links per method for each vantage point. Depending on the vantage point, between 238k and 266k IP links were inferred, with 76% to 78% of the IP links inferred by all three probe methods. Despite reaching the fewest destinations, UDP-Paris allows inference of more links than any other method, while ICMP-Paris allows inference of the most links that are not inferred by the other methods. 97% of IP links are inferred by combining ICMP-Paris and UDP-Paris. The fact that TCP infers the fewest links reinforces the earlier result where application level gateways are inferred to intercept TCP connection requests at a greater rate, and tends to suggest some routers may have different forwarding policies depending on the transport protocol. We explore this further in Section 3.1.7.

Figure 6 shows the intersection of AS links inferred from each vantage point. Depending on the vantage point, between 17461 and 18065 unique AS links were inferred using the three methods, with 82% in common across the three methods. While UDP-Paris inferred the greatest number of IP links, it inferred the fewest AS links, suggesting that most of the additional IP links inferred with UDP-Paris are internal to the ASes inferred. The IP links UDP-Paris misses
due to reaching the fewest number of destinations (Figure 1) restricts its inference of AS topology. 99% of the AS links inferred using our data are inferred by combining the AS paths inferred with ICMP-Paris and TCP.

3.1.6 Probe generation

We examined the workload that various probing methods generated in terms of the number of probes sent to the network. Since scamper runs at a constant packets per second rate regardless of probing method, the probe count is a reasonable approximation of the time a measurement will take. For cbg-uk, ICMP-Paris sent the fewest packets with 6,943,071, followed by TCP at 7,033,384 and UDP-Paris with 7,122,459. ICMP-Paris had a slight edge, sending 2.5% fewer packets than UDP-Paris.

3.1.7 Enumeration of all hops per method

As the UDP-Paris, ICMP-Paris, and TCP probe methods reveal different sets of IP links, we became curious about the extensiveness of forwarding policies for different protocol types. To investigate further we implemented a per-flow load-balancer traceroute in scamper similar to that of Augustin, et al. [15] to enumerate all links that could be observed between a source and a destination. The three methods implemented were UDP and TCP traceroute methods which vary the source port but keep the destination port constant, and an ICMP traceroute method which varies the ICMP checksum. In the UDP and TCP cases, we kept the destination port constant in order to receive consistent treatment by firewalls in the path.

We probed with the three methods from san-us to 500 addresses chosen with the procedure of Section 2.4.1. We used the same stochastic approach as Augustin, et al. [15] to send sufficient probes with varying flow identifiers to reach 99% confidence we had observed all links forward from a hop. We did not probe beyond any unresponsive hops or load balancers we inferred to forward on a per-packet basis.
Table 9: Traceroute method halt reasons for top 500 website address list. 422 addresses were probed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Reached</th>
<th>ICMP-unreach</th>
<th>Loop</th>
<th>Gaplimit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UDP</td>
<td>182 (43.0%)</td>
<td>18 (4.3%)</td>
<td>14 (3.3%)</td>
<td>209 (49.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDP-Paris</td>
<td>182 (43.0%)</td>
<td>15 (3.5%)</td>
<td>10 (2.4%)</td>
<td>216 (51.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDP-Paris DNS</td>
<td>196 (46.3%)</td>
<td>11 (2.6%)</td>
<td>10 (2.4%)</td>
<td>206 (48.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICMP</td>
<td>323 (76.4%)</td>
<td>10 (2.4%)</td>
<td>11 (2.6%)</td>
<td>79 (18.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICMP-Paris</td>
<td>324 (76.6%)</td>
<td>8 (1.9%)</td>
<td>9 (2.1%)</td>
<td>82 (19.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP port 80</td>
<td>404 (95.5%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9 (2.1%)</td>
<td>10 (2.4%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10: Traceroute method halt reasons for router address list. 2000 addresses were probed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Reached</th>
<th>ICMP-unreach</th>
<th>Loop</th>
<th>Gaplimit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UDP</td>
<td>1383 (69.2%)</td>
<td>117 (5.8%)</td>
<td>34 (1.7%)</td>
<td>466 (23.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDP-Paris</td>
<td>1399 (70.0%)</td>
<td>117 (5.8%)</td>
<td>16 (0.8%)</td>
<td>468 (24.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDP-Paris DNS</td>
<td>1364 (68.2%)</td>
<td>119 (6.0%)</td>
<td>16 (0.8%)</td>
<td>501 (25.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICMP</td>
<td>1690 (84.5%)</td>
<td>118 (5.9%)</td>
<td>27 (1.4%)</td>
<td>165 (8.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICMP-Paris</td>
<td>1702 (85.1%)</td>
<td>116 (5.8%)</td>
<td>16 (0.8%)</td>
<td>166 (8.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP port 80</td>
<td>1342 (67.1%)</td>
<td>133 (6.7%)</td>
<td>14 (0.7%)</td>
<td>511 (25.6%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7: Intersection of IP links inferred for 500 random addresses using three load-balancer traceroute techniques.

4.2 Dataset

We use Marinda to perform coordinated large-scale topology measurements on the Ark infrastructure using a process we call team probing. In team probing, monitors dynamically divide the work of probing to a random destination in every routed /24. This parallelisation allows us to obtain a traceroute measurement to all routed /24’s in a relatively short period of time: about 48 hours for a team of 13 monitors probing 7 million /24’s at 100pps. One pass through every routed /24 is called a cycle, and a team continues to the next cycle when it has finished probing all /24’s. In a given cycle, each /24 receives a traceroute from only a single monitor per team. This probing approach differs from our past skitter measurements, in which each monitor probed every destination on each cycle.

The Ark project currently has two teams active. Each team independently probes the same set of routed /24’s, but to different random destinations within each /24, and typically to different /24’s at any given moment in time. We probe the set of /24’s themselves, as well as the destinations within each /24 in random order to avoid patterns in included an operation to retrieve tuples by simple pattern matching.

4.1 Ark background

Ark is CAIDA’s newest active measurement infrastructure, the next generation of the skitter infrastructure CAIDA operated for nearly a decade. The distinguishing feature of Ark is its focus on coordination. Coordination, broadly speaking, is concerned with planning, executing, and controlling an ensemble of distributed computations [26, 27]. Coordination is the meta-activity that surrounds a computation.

To facilitate coordination, Ark provides a new implementation, called Marinda, of the well-known tuple-space coordination model first introduced by David Gelernter in his Linda coordination language [28, 29]. A tuple space is a distributed shared memory combined with operations, including an operation to retrieve tuples by simple pattern matching.

4.2 Dataset

We use Marinda to perform coordinated large-scale topology measurements on the Ark infrastructure using a process we call team probing. In team probing, monitors dynamically divide the work of probing to a random destination in every routed /24. This parallelisation allows us to obtain a traceroute measurement to all routed /24’s in a relatively short period of time: about 48 hours for a team of 13 monitors probing 7 million /24’s at 100pps. One pass through every routed /24 is called a cycle, and a team continues to the next cycle when it has finished probing all /24’s. In a given cycle, each /24 receives a traceroute from only a single monitor per team. This probing approach differs from our past skitter measurements, in which each monitor probed every destination on each cycle.

The Ark project currently has two teams active. Each team independently probes the same set of routed /24’s, but to different random destinations within each /24, and typically to different /24’s at any given moment in time. We probe the set of /24’s themselves, as well as the destinations within each /24, in random order to avoid patterns in

The random ordering of /24’s is the same across all cycles.
probing that may elicit complaints. Randomness in probing also more broadly distributes measurement traffic topologically in order to reduce potential bias or measurement gaps caused by packet loss or transient routing problems on common links.

The end product of team probing is the CAIDA IPv4 Routed /24 Topology Dataset [30], which is available for researchers to download. We have collected this data from September 13, 2007 to present, using between 8 and 21 monitors located worldwide (see Figure 8). In the first 7 months (up to April 30, 2008), we collected 748 million traceroutes and completed 107 cycles.

4.3 Dataset pruning

For the purposes of comparing UDP and ICMP-Paris traceroutes, we exclude a small portion of the dataset that we know is non-representative in some way. In particular, we exclude all traces collected by vie-at and gig-br, and dub-ie traces collected between Apr 10–30, 2008. This excludes 22.3 million traces, or about 3% of the original 748 million. All tables and analyses in the remainder of this section are based on this pruned dataset.

For the excluded traces, the loop rate is far higher than for the other Ark monitors, due to MPLS-induced loops in an immediate upstream provider serving these monitors. These loops are caused by improper decrementing of the IP TTL by MPLS egress routers. These loops start at hop 3 for vie-at, hop 4 for gig-br, and hop 5 for dub-ie. For dub-ie, these loops affect as much as 28% of the traces gathered on a given day. Determining the loop rate is harder for vie-at and gig-br, since on these monitors we run scamper with a special option to probe past these loops. We can say that for one set of 50k destinations, vie-at had a loop rate of 50%.

We used the ‘-L 1’ option. The difficulty arises because this scamper option will lead to the under-counting of loops in paths that do not cross these nearby MPLS loops.

4.4 UDP vs. ICMP-Paris analysis

Table 11 gives the breakdown of halt reasons for this dataset. The reachability rate is 3.79% for UDP and 7.44% for ICMP-Paris, which are both lower in this dataset than for the earlier random routable address list, which reaches an average of 5.1% of UDP and 9.0% of ICMP-Paris traces. This result is consistent with the fact that this list is constructed by subdividing the routable prefixes into smaller chunks, many of which are not occupied.

This dataset shows the same noticeable difference in reachability between UDP and ICMP-Paris as in the random routable address list. The difference with this dataset is more pronounced, as ICMP-Paris has 1.96 times the reachability rate of UDP, whereas earlier the ICMP-Paris rate reached 1.75 times more destinations than UDP.

As expected, the ICMP-Paris loop rate of 3.46% is lower than the UDP rate of 5.33%. Both loop rates are lower than those observed in the random routable address list, which has an average loop rate of 7.8% for UDP and 6.3% for ICMP-Paris.
4.5 Impact of BGP prefixes

Across two intervals we used two different sets of BGP prefixes to generate destination addresses for probing. The first set we used from Sep 13 to about Nov 7, 2007, and the second set thereafter. We obtained the first set from a single RouteViews BGP snapshot taken on Nov 14, 2006 (during the early stages of Ark development). This prefix list provided 6.45 million /24’s for probing after applying our do-not-probe list. The second set of prefixes was derived from the union of seven RouteViews snapshots taken Oct 14–20 2007, one per day. We excluded prefixes that appeared in only one or two snapshots. This provided 7.02 million /24’s after applying our do-not-probe list and bogon filtering.

Table 12 lists the reachability statistics for a subset of UDP and ICMP-Paris traces collected before and after the BGP prefix list switch-over on Nov 7th. Both methods show small but noticeable trends. With the new prefix list, reachability increases slightly, about 8.5% for UDP and 4.7% for ICMP-Paris. The gaplimit rate also increases slightly, which seems unsurprising, given the additional half a million /24’s in the new list. Overall, the change in prefix sets did not have a dramatic impact on reachability, so the significant differences in reachability between UDP and ICMP-Paris shown in Table 11 are indicative of real differences rather than solely artifacts of the change in BGP prefix list.

4.6 Impact of vantage points

We now examine the amount of variation that exists across vantage points by looking at the reachability statistics for the 19 monitors that collected ICMP-Paris traces on and after Nov 10, 2007. As we can see from Table 13, there is little variation in the percentage of reached destinations despite the widely differing geographic and topological distribution of monitors. This suggests that the main cause of variation for reachability (for a single method) may be something close to the destination, such as the policy used in firewalls. Or said differently, this result suggests reachability is determined more by the choice of the destination than the choice of the vantage point, even though different vantage points can encounter significantly different numbers of unreachable responses and loops.

5. RELATED WORK

Although the field of Internet topology research is at least a decade old, with 317 citations in Citeseer, we know of no other work that has formally compared the myriad of available forward IP path probing methods. Recently Heidemann, et al. compared ICMP and TCP methods in a ping-based census of the IPv4 address space [22], and although they did not attempt to probe entire forward paths, they gave up early on using TCP after learning it triggered more abuse complaints. We note that during our data collection, we received a single complaint which was in response to TCP probes sent to routers in the router address list.

Bush, et al. [31] uses traceroute (but does not specify which method) to test the reachability of new address space. Rocketfuel [32] trades breadth of topology collection for more detail within individual networks. Recent revisions of Paris traceroute [15] make the same trade: rather than macroscopic collection of Internet paths, they focus on enumerating all possible IP paths between a source and a destination — which requires an order of magnitude more probes to accomplish.

Hubble [33] uses ongoing as well as targeted pings and traceroutes to diagnose reachability problems to edge networks. Traceroute paths are also used to find locations (router or AS) of reachability problems. Because low-end host responsiveness reduces the utility of active probing, they base their reachability diagnosis on being able to reach the origin AS of each announced BGP prefix.

6. CONCLUSION

Macroscopic Internet topology data is vital to researchers trying to develop or empirically validate models of Internet topology structure and growth. In this paper, we explored the utility of six traceroute probe methods in three scenarios. Our results indicate that researchers should be careful when selecting a probing method, or a topology dataset. While ICMP-Paris demonstrated superiority in metrics of reached destinations for both random destination and router scenarios, as well as in AS links inferred, it missed IP links inside each AS which UDP-Paris found, likely due to ICMP not being load-balanced as widely. We also demonstrated significant variation in the IP paths inferred; despite UDP-Paris reaching the fewest number of destinations, it inferred the most IP links, demonstrating its utility for obtaining the most detailed intra-AS topology.
Our experiments also showed that using more than one probe method will improve coverage of both AS and IP links. Using more than one probe method also allows the integrity of the IP paths to be tested in the face of systems which spoof their source address, and facilitates inference of next-hop selection based on the protocol type.
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